RtN Items - Sizes Guide
Wind Vests
The chart below shows new Owayo sizes (Blue row). These are the sizes I have collected. I wish to be clear you have
based this on measurement. The images below might help a little.
IMPORTANT! - The row below is a typical ‘International Size’ and do not correspond to old Owayo M, L, XL sizes. The
only lines that counts are the Owayo size and the chest circumference …please ignore the M, L, XL lines. They don’t
matter! I imagine that 95% of the time they are selling to customers who did not know their Owayo jersey and so
happens lots of my customers do …but I am concerned that has confused matters. E.g. I wear an old Owayo jersey in
Large but in new sizes I am a 5 or 6.

Model A – Owayo Size 3
Wearing Size Small Women’s Endura jacket, 36.5” chest. By 2013-18 Owayo sizes, this person is on the devide between
Small and Medium. This is a Size 3. The size chart says this measurement is recommended for a size 4, but snug fitting
size 3 was good. The wearer preferred to order size 3.

Model B – Owayo Size 8
Wearing Size Large Endura men’s jersey. This person would wear XL of 2013-18 RtN jersey. Chest measurement of 43”.
Size 8 was good.

Model C – Owayo Size 5
Wearing Owayo 2013-18 size Large. Chest measurement 38.5” (with tape pulled tight)! This is borderline 5 or 6 size. I
was sent a 5 as a sample and it would be the size I prefer. It is quite a snug fit, but feels good.

Shorts
The measurement of ‘the seat’ (also called ‘Butt Size’ in another chart)in the measurement around the widest point of
the hips/bottom. IMPORTANT – as for wind vests, the measurement is the important match and S, M, L is not really
relevant.
For purpose of receiving a sample I measured myself as 39.5-40” and ordered size 5. They are a good fit, but I feel not
very far from preferring 6. Although that is exactly as per the chart (as I am upper 5). Hope this helps!!

Men’s Short sizes

Women’s Short Sizes

